The Living With
A Purpose Club

Parker at Somerset
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Topic: Can long-term care residents live
a purposeful life in nursing homes?
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define purpose in the context of the “Living With A Purpose Club”
Explain how residents can improve their quality of life by being in a
club like the “Living with a Purpose Club.”
It takes a village, family members, staff and community
If a program yields no attention, participation or reaction then it is
fruitless
Empower all staff to think outside the box
Learn how to establish purposeful programs in your
Cost
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Welcome
LWAPC Co-manager Belen Raymundo,
recreation assistant

Club members:
Carol Jenkins, Phyllis Zarillo, and Dorothy Bland-Hall
Honorary club members & family members:
Jinny Kearney, Eileen Shoemaker, and Phyllis Lewis
CNA Care Partner:
Meghan Donato
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Beginnings
During a resident council meeting in March 2015, some residents in our
home approached me with an appeal, they said:
“We don’t feel like we have a purpose. We do not feel like we are
contributing. We want to be helpful through purposeful and
constructive actions.”
I thought about how I can provide opportunity for them to feel useful &
purposeful. I pitched the idea of starting a volunteer club. The residents
unanimously voted yes.
“The Living with a Purpose Club” was formed with 12 members in March,
2015. There are now 15 members in the club.
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Define “Purpose”
“Purpose” is the feeling of determination to do or achieve something.
It is the reason something is done. (Merriam Webster)
Imagine not being able to create new special memories.
Imagine hearing from your visitors or family members day in
and out about how they are living and not being able to share
how you are living, because you have no new accomplishment
worth sharing.
Our club enable members to live a purposeful life, accomplish new
things, and form friendships
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The Living With a Purpose Club
Members
✓ Believe it is their duty to serve
✓ Desire to do more for themselves & others
✓ Share similar personality traits
✓ Crave the feeling accomplishment and of value
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In addition to the club’s quarterly fund-raising initiatives,
supplementary programs were developed

Monthly support group
Elders participate in sub-committees to
improve their home and services
We plan special events which connects
residents to staff, family and community
We collaborate with our organization’s wellness
committee
We promote awareness for causes featured
today like a gift of life/organ donation
Our members are very emboldened and
frequently raise ideas on how to support others
as shown here

Phyllis seen here donated her bingo prizes
to the CGE children
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CGE, touched by
Phyllis’s generosity,
invited her into their
home to spend some
time with the children
of Kathy’s Place
Childrens Day Care
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Quality of Life
New memories are
formed, real friendships
bloomed, and lives are
touched here and abroad
Helps remedy depression,
loneliness, and boredom

Members reported
uplifted spirits & enhance
quality of life
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Quality of life can be fostered through created opportunities. The LWAPC
club provide many opportunities for our residents
The club brings people with similar interests together
Residents in the club develop new friendships and provide each other with peer support
Re-ignite sense of self-worth, and develop the notion that life can be purposeful no matter disability or
where one takes up residency
Opportunity to connect
New experiences resurrect the fire that was once lost in members
Creation of activities that members help develop/implement
Opportunity to give back and care for others in need, and ultimately experiencing feelings of
accomplishment
Feeling a sense of control over their lives
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Something is
happening.
Everyone wants
to be apart of
this movement.
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Vibrancy is infectious & so is a ‘can do’ attitude,
the combination always results in a cascading Effect
• Over the last 4 ½ years, many were inspired. Our staff and family members
continue to support all LWAPC initiatives.
• Committees were formed with residents and families. A multitude of
programs in our homes are tailored and are born out of the ideas
contributed by family members & residents.
• It is as if folks were waiting for permission to be imaginative. They feel
empowered and suggest, participate, and think outside the box.

• The creativity and comradery were there before but seeing what the club
members are capable of doing and has accomplish just ignited a spark in
everyone.
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What problems or challenges this club addresses?
Boredom

Social Connection, Form new friendships

Depression & Anxiety

Stress reduction, Peer support

Feelings of uselessness

Helplessness
Lack of exercise

Boost Self-Confidence, control

Gain purpose
Maintain physical abilities

Amanda MacMillan wrote that “People age better if they have a purpose in life.” (Time.com)
Six to 24 percent of long-term care residents suffer from major depression, and may lead to physical, mental
and social dysfunction and a decrease in quality of life
(Gellis and McCracken, retrieved 5/23/16, http://www.cswe.org/File.aspx?id=23509,
http://www.define-your-purpose-in-life.com/)
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Empowerment
Provide opportunities for all to
share ideas and inspire change
Residents are key in program
development “actively listen”
with eyes and ears to how they
respond

Become familiar with residents’
psychological needs and desires
Perform population analysis and
augment program with
information obtained about
culture, and lifestyle preferences
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We are making aging
part of life
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How do you start a Living with a Purpose Club?
Member selection: Appropriate club members have a desire to do more, express feelings
of uselessness, or feel that they don’t have a purpose in life
Development of program: Program type should be defined and voted on by the
members, and employee co-leader
Setting standards and protocols: Create mission, goals, members’ code of ethics &
operating protocols
Determine meeting times and frequency: Employee co-leader should take the lead on
determining meeting time, frequency, and meeting location
Roles: Assign club members roles such as bookkeeper, treasurer, scribe, etc.
All you need are willing participants who share ideas, start out simple
Is there something in your care center or in the world that club participants want to
change? Ask them if they want to be part of that change. If so, start planning your first
program.
All ideas are important: Remember, every person in the group has something valuable to
offer and is equally important
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Fund-raising, awareness, growth & tons of fun
✓First Project: Renovated Koi pond to create a dedication garden and ceremony to honor
former resident (July 2015)

✓Second project: Club assembled and sold fall baskets. Raised $200 and donated money
to Alzheimer’s Association and Living Water Children Centre Fund (September 2015)
✓Culture Fest
✓Holiday Candle Holder sale raised $206 proceeds and benefited The Living Water
Children’s Centre Fund (1-2/2016)

✓Patriots Baseball tickets fund raiser - $1011 which was donated to the Caribbean Medical
Mission (9/2016)
✓Terrarium Plant sale raised $400-$500. Funds were donated to Camp No Limits: Limb
Loss Foundation (12/2016)
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“Virtually every great accomplishment or
movement was started by someone who believed
passionately in something and someone who
believed passionately in someone.” - Margaret Warren
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Initiatives
✓Samaritan’s Purse: 8 gift boxes and $56 for shipping 12/2017

✓Plant sale to benefit UNICEF raised $220 2017
✓Car wash, bake sale, and Talent Show benefitted St. Jude’s Children's Hospital, raised in
person and on-line $1072 in 9/17/17)
✓Elijah’s Promise 50/50 raised $625 and donated to their food pantry (11/2018)
✓Center for great Expectation, an organization that helps pregnant women or parenting
women to break generation cycles of homelessness, trauma and abuse. We did a gift
card and holiday gift drive for mothers and children. Obtained $640 in gift cards, and 22
gifts for children in addition to gifts for the mothers
✓We collaborated with Parker for an Alzheimer’s Association bake sale and bracelet sale
(9-10/2019)
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Fundraising
Residents presented a check to
Dorothy Schwartz for the Living
Waters Children’s Centre Fund.

m

Residents presented a check to
Dorothy Schwartz for the Living
Waters Children’s Centre Fund.

Residents presented a check to
Rose Berger as a donation for the
Alzheimer’s Association, NJ Chapter

Start up cost is little to no money
1. Start out with no cost initiatives like raffles, craft
sale or on-line trackable donation.
2. Obtain supplies for craft from recreation or
recyclable materials. Raffle tickets for 50/50 cost
$1 at the dollar store.
2. Borrow seed money.
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Challenges we experienced:
• Membership turn over related to mortality
• On-boarding new members/staff member
• Assigning responsibilities can be challenging. Some
members are well intention but not capable of handling an
assignment without assistance
• Ownership: Need a champion or two who are creative and
passionate.
• Must be detail oriented because there are several moving
parts
• Stay creative to infuse new ideas
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We are with it, and we achieved this:
To date, we raised and donated $5,000 in cash.
Donated approximately $1000 in gift cards
Donated Food
Donated holiday gifts

Donated sporting goods, school supplies, and clothing to children and young
people in need
Sponsored performances
Featured in Drive blog 3/2016 and Leading age magazine 9/10/2016
Collaborated with others for charitable causes
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I am only one, but still I am one.

“

Conclusion

I cannot do everything, but I can do
something.
And because I cannot do everything, I will
not refuse
to do the something that I can do.” Poem by Edward Everett Hale

